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 Bellewether
by  Susanna Kearsley

ISBN: 9781501116544
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2018-04-24
Pages: 432
Price: $22.99

From the bestselling author of A Desperate Fortune and The Firebird, comes an entrancing new novel of love, war, and historical intrigue.Some houses seem
to want to hold their secrets. It's 1759 and the world is at war, pulling the North American colonies of Britain and France into the conflict. The times are
complicated, as are the loyalties of many New York merchants who have secretly been trading with the French for years, defying Britain's colonial laws in a
game growing ever more treacherous. When captured French officers are brought to Long Island to be billeted in private homes on their parole of honour, it
upends the lives of the Wilde family--deeply involved in the treasonous trade and already divided by war. Lydia Wilde, struggling to keep the peace in her
fracturing family following her mother's death, has little time or kindness to spare for her unwanted guests. And Canadian lieutenant Jean-Philippe de Sabran
has little desire to be there. But by the war's end they'll both learn love, honour, and duty can form tangled bonds that are not broken easily. Their doomed
romance becomes a local legend, told and re-told through the years until the present day, when conflict of a different kind brings Charley Van Hoek to Long
Island to be the new curator of the Wilde House Museum. Charley doesn't believe in ghosts. But as she starts to delve into the history of Lydia and her
French officer, it becomes clear that the Wilde House holds more than just secrets, and Charley discovers the legend might not have been telling the whole
story...or the whole truth.

 CIRCE (#1 New York Times bestseller)
by Madeline Miller

ISBN: 9780316556347
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2018-04-10
Pages: 400
Price: $32.00

#1 New York Times Bestseller 
" A bold and subversive retelling of the goddess's story, Circe manages to be both epic and intimate in its scope, recasting the most infamous female figure
from the Odyssey as a hero in her own right." --- Alexandra Alter, New York Times
 In the house of Helios, god of the sun and mightiest of the Titans, a daughter is born. But Circe is a strange child--not powerful, like her father, nor viciously
alluring like her mother. Turning to the world of mortals for companionship, she discovers that she does possess power--the power of witchcraft, which can
transform rivals into monsters and menace the gods themselves.

Threatened, Zeus banishes her to a deserted island, where she hones her occult craft, tames wild beasts and crosses paths with many of the most famous
figures in all of mythology, including the Minotaur, Daedalus and his doomed son Icarus, the murderous Medea, and, of course, wily Odysseus.

But there is danger, too, for a woman who stands alone, and Circe unwittingly draws the wrath of both men and gods, ultimately finding herself pitted
against one of the most terrifying and vengeful of the Olympians. To protect what she loves most, Circe must summon all her strength and choose, once and
for all, whether she belongs with the gods she is born from, or the mortals she has come to love.

With unforgettably vivid characters, mesmerizing language and page-turning suspense, Circe is a triumph of storytelling, an intoxicating epic of family
rivalry, pal ...
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 Come from Away

by Genevieve Graham

ISBN: 9781501142895
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2018-04-24
Pages: 352
Price: $22.00

From the bestselling author of Tides of Honour and Promises to Keep comes a poignant novel about a young couple caught on opposite sides of the Second
World War.In the fall of 1939, Grace Baker's three brothers, sharp and proud in their uniforms, board Canadian ships headed for a faraway war. Grace stays
behind, tending to the homefront and the general store that helps keep her small Nova Scotian community running. The war, everyone says, will be over
before it starts. But three years later, the fighting rages on and rumours swirl about "wolf packs" of German U-Boats lurking in the deep waters along the
shores of East Jeddore, a stone's throw from Grace's window. As the harsh realities of war come closer to home, Grace buries herself in her work at the store.
Then, one day, a handsome stranger ventures into the store. He claims to be a trapper come from away, and as Grace gets to know him, she becomes
enamoured by his gentle smile and thoughtful ways. But after several weeks, she discovers that Rudi, her mysterious visitor, is not the lonely outsider he
appears to be. He is someone else entirely--someone not to be trusted. When a shocking truth about her family forces Grace to question everything she has so
strongly believed, she realizes that she and Rudi have more in common than she had thought. And if Grace is to have a chance at love, she must not only
choose a side, but take a stand. Come from Away is a mesmerizing story of love, shifting allegiances, and second chances, set against the tumultuous years
of the Second World War.

 Every Note Played
by  Lisa Genova

ISBN: 9781476717807
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Gallery/Scout Press
Pub. Date: 2018-03-20
Pages: 320
Price: $32.99

"Unsparing in her depiction of the disease's harrowing effects, neuroscientist Genova also celebrates humanity." --People   "Sometimes it's easier to tell truth
in fiction...And she tells it with heart and hope." --NPR  "Her juxtaposition of scientific detail with compassionate, heartfelt storytelling is unparalleled."
--Bookreporter  "Every Note Played will grip and gut you." --The Boston Globe  From neuroscientist and New York Times bestselling author of Still Alice
comes a powerful exploration of regret, forgiveness, freedom, and what it means to be alive.An accomplished concert pianist, Richard received standing
ovations from audiences all over the world in awe of his rare combination of emotional resonance and flawless technique. Every finger of his hands was a
finely calibrated instrument, dancing across the keys and striking each note with exacting precision. That was eight months ago. Richard now has ALS, and
his entire right arm is paralyzed. His fingers are impotent, still, devoid of possibility. The loss of his hand feels like a death, a loss of true love, a divorce--his
divorce. He knows his left arm will go next. Three years ago, Karina removed their framed wedding picture from the living room wall and hung a mirror
there instead. But she still hasn't moved on. Karina is paralyzed by excuses and fear, stuck in an unfulfilling life as a piano teacher, afraid to pursue the path
she abandoned as a young woman, blaming Richard and their failed marriage for all of it. When Richard becomes increasingly paralyzed and is no longer
able to live on his own, Karina becomes his reluctant caretaker. As Richard's muscles, voice, and breath fade, both he and Karina try to reconcile their past
before it's too late. Poignant and powerful, Every Note Played is a masterful exploration of redemption and what it means to find peace inside of forgiveness.
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 Happiness

A Novel
by  Aminatta Forna

ISBN: 9780802127556
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grove/Atlantic
Pub. Date: 2018-03-06
Pages: 368
Price: $37.50

"ThroughoutHappiness, Forna stops in our tracks . . . Reminiscent at times of Michael Ondaatje's novelAnil's Ghost . . .Happiness is a meditation on grand
themes: Love and death, man and nature, cruelty and mercy. But Forna folds this weighty matter into her buoyant creation with a sublimely delicate
touch."--Washington Post
London. A fox makes its way across Waterloo Bridge. The distraction causes two pedestrians to collide--Jean, an American studying the habits of urban
foxes, and Attila, a Ghanaian psychiatrist there to deliver a keynote speech. From this chance encounter, Aminatta Forna's unerring powers of observation
show how in the midst of the rush of a great city lie numerous moments of connection.
Attila has arrived in London with two tasks: to deliver a keynote speech on trauma, as he has done many times before; and to contact the daughter of friends,
his "niece" who hasn't called home in a while. Ama has been swept up in an immigration crackdown, and now her young son Tano is missing.
When, by chance, Attila runs into Jean again, she mobilizes the network of rubbish men she uses as volunteer fox spotters. Security guards, hotel doormen,
traffic wardens--mainly West African immigrants who work the myriad streets of London--come together to help. As the search for Tano continues, a
deepening friendship between Attila and Jean unfolds.
Meanwhile a consulting case causes Attila to question the impact of his own ideas on trauma, the values of the society he finds himself in, and a grief of his
own. In this delicate tale of love and loss, of cruelty and kindness, Forna asks us to consider the interconnectedness of lives, our co-existence with one
another and all living creatures, and the true nature of happiness.

 The Italian Teacher
by Tom Rachman

ISBN: 9780385689601
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2018-03-20
Pages: 352
Price: $32.00

A sparkling, propulsive new novel from the bestselling author of The Imperfectionists.

Rome, 1955. The artists gather for a picture at a party in an ancient villa. Bear Bavinsky, creator of vast canvases, larger than life, is at the centre of the
picture. His wife, Natalie, edges out of the shot.
&#194;&#194;&#194;&#194; 
From the side of the room watches little Pinch--their son. At five years old he loves Bear almost as much as he fears him. After Bear abandons their family,
Pinch will still worship him, striving to live up to the Bavinsky name; while Natalie, a ceramicist, cannot hope to be more than a forgotten muse. Trying to
burn brightly in his father's shadow, Pinch's attempts flicker and die. Yet by the end of a career of twists and compromises, Pinch will enact an unexpected
rebellion that will leave forever his mark upon the Bear Bavinsky legacy.
&#194;&#194;&#194;&#194; 
A masterful, original examination of love, duty, art and fame, The Italian Teacher cements Tom Rachman as among this generation's most exciting literary
voices.
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 Jonny Appleseed

by Joshua Whitehead

ISBN: 9781551527253
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Arsenal Pulp Press
Pub. Date: 2018-04-01
Pages: 224
Price: $17.95

A tour-de-force debut novel about a Two-Spirit Indigiqueer young man and proud NDN glitter princess who must reckon with his past when he returns home
to his reserve.
"You're gonna need a rock and a whole lotta medicine" is a mantra that Jonny Appleseed, a young Two-Spirit/Indigiqueer, repeats to himself in this vivid
and utterly compelling debut novel by poet Joshua Whitehead.
 Off the reserve and trying to find ways to live and love in the big city, Jonny becomes a cybersex worker who fetishizes himself in order to make a living.
Self-ordained as an NDN glitter princess, Jonny has one week before he must return to the "rez"--and his former life--to attend the funeral of his stepfather.
The seven days that follow are like a fevered dream: stories of love, trauma, sex, kinship, ambition, and the heartbreaking recollection of his beloved kokum
(grandmother). Jonny's life is a series of breakages, appendages, and linkages--and as he goes through the motions of preparing to return home, he learns
how to put together the pieces of his life.
Jonny Appleseed is a unique, shattering vision of First Nations life, full of grit, glitter, and dreams.

 Little Fish
by  Casey Plett

ISBN: 9781551527208
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Arsenal Pulp Press
Pub. Date: 2018-04-01
Pages: 320
Price: $19.95

Little Fish is the stunning debut novel by the author of the Lambda Literary Award-winning story collection A Safe Girl to Love.
It&#195;EUR(TM)s the dead of winter in Winnipeg and Wendy Reimer, a thirty-year-old trans woman, feels like her life is frozen in place. When her Oma
passes away Wendy receives an unexpected phone call from a distant family friend with a startling secret: Wendy&#195;EUR(TM)s Opa (grandfather) -- a
devout Mennonite farmer -- might have been transgender himself. At first she dismisses this revelation, but as Wendy's life grows increasingly volatile, she
finds herself aching for the lost pieces of her Opa&#195;EUR(TM)s truth. Can Wendy unravel the mystery of her grandfather&#195;EUR(TM)s world and
reckon with the culture that both shaped and rejected her? She&#195;EUR(TM)s determined to try.
Alternately warm-hearted and dark-spirited, desperate and mirthful, Little Fish explores the winter of discontent in the life of one transgender woman as her
past and future become irrevocably entwined.
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 The Only Story

A Novel
by Julian Barnes

ISBN: 9780735274730
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2018-04-17
Pages: 272
Price: $29.95

From the Man Booker Prize-winning author of The Sense of an Ending, an achingly profound love story between a young man on the cusp of adulthood and
a woman whose life is gradually moving in the opposite direction.

Most of us have only one story to tell. I don't mean that only one thing happens to us in our lives: there are countless events, which we turn into countless
stories. But there's only one that matters, only one finally worth telling. This is mine.

It is the early 1960s, in a staid suburb fifteen miles south of London. Paul, home from university for the holidays, is urged by his mother to join the tennis
club. At the mixed doubles tournament he is partnered with Mrs. Susan Macleod: she's more than twice his age, and the married mother of two nearly grown-
up daughters. Soon Paul and Susan embark on an unconventional affair, despite the disapproval of Paul's parents and the seething resentment of Susan's
husband.

First love has lifelong consequences, but Paul doesn't know anything about that at nineteen. But as he grows older, the demands placed on Paul by love
become far greater than he could possibly have foreseen.

Wryly observant and devastatingly tender, The Only Story is a profound, contemplative novel by one of fiction's greatest mappers of the human heart.

 Small Predators
by Jennifer Black

ISBN: 9781927886076
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Arbeiter Ring Publishing
Pub. Date: 2018-06-01
Pages: 144
Price: $18.95

In this vibrant debut, Jenifer Ilse Black combines prose, lists, and structural experimentation.  Small Predators follows a collective of student activists as they
cope with the aftermath of a violent political demonstration carried out against their university by a member of their collective, Mink.  The story's narrator,
Fox, recounts Mink's addiction to a form of physical self-harm, both a violence motivated by guilt of privilege and a method of coping with political
vulnerability.  As Fox navigates her anger with Mink, debating whether or not she should confront or forgive her, we discover that each member of the
collective is performing their own acts of self-violence. As Canadian millennials, Fox and her friends were born into the era of climate anxiety--told again
and again that more must be done to save humanity's future at the same time that pipelines were expanded, rainforests were cleared, and chemical waste was
dumped into the ocean.  Struggling to imagine a resistance that isn't futile, the young activists turn violently on themselves and each other, creating sites of
political action and care within their physical bodies.
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 Sodom Road Exit

by  Amber Dawn

ISBN: 9781551527161
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Arsenal Pulp Press
Pub. Date: 2018-03-01
Pages: 408
Price: $21.95

The second novel by Lambda Literary Award winner Amber Dawn: at once a compelling family melodrama and a lesbian supernatural thriller.
It's the summer of 1990, and Crystal Beach in Ontario has lost its beloved, long-running amusement park, leaving the lakeside village a virtual ghost town. It
is back to this fallen community Starla Mia Martin must return to live with her overbearing mother after dropping out of university and racking up significant
debt. But an economic downturn, mother-daughter drama, and Generation X disillusionment soon prove to be the least of Starla's troubles: a mysterious and
salacious force begins to dog Starla; inexplicable sounds in the night and unimaginable sights spotted on the periphery. Soon enough, Starla must confront
the unresolved traumas that haunt Crystal Beach.
 Sodom Road Exit might read like a conventional paranormal thriller, except that Starla is far from a conventional protagonist. Where others might feel fear,
Starla feels lust and queer desire. When others might run, Starla draws the horror nearer. And in turn, she draws a host of capricious characters toward her-all
of them challenged to seek answers beyond their own temporal realities.
 Sodom Road Exit, the second novel by Amber Dawn, is a book that's alive with both desire and dread.

 The Sparsholt Affair
by Alan Hollinghurst

ISBN: 9780345809728
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2018-03-13
Pages: 432
Price: $34.00

From the internationally acclaimed winner of the Man Booker Prize, a sweeping new novel that explores richly complex relationships between fathers and
sons as it spans seven transformative decades in England, from the 1940s through the present.

David Sparsholt is a man who commands attention. As a student at Oxford during the early days of World War II, he's handsome, powerful and alluring to
all who meet him--both women and men. His two closest friends, Evert and Freddie, are aspiring artists who are quickly drawn into Sparsholt's magnetic
field even as the mores of the day complicate their ambitions--aesthetic, romantic and otherwise.
&#194;&#194;&#194;&#194; Twenty years later, all three men find themselves in unexpected positions--sometimes rewarded, but sometimes
thwarted--vis-&#195;-vis love and career; money and stature. David Sparsholt is now married with a wife and son, having claimed fame as a fighter pilot in
the war, but also infamy after a scandalous affair rocked his entire family--especially his teenage son, Johnny. It's the 1960s, and upheavals of all sorts are
rampant in England and around the world, including as we follow Johnny's struggles to untangle his own private web of identity, art and sexuality. Together,
these men's trials and triumphs present a complicated portrait of masculinity and artistic worth in England's upper echelons, where one's name carries the
legacy, but also the telling scars, of the generations before him.
&#194;&#194;&#194;&#194; Engaging, atmospheric, told in lush and gorgeous prose, The Sparsholt Affair is a brilliant novel about sensuality and scruples
set against a backdrop of radical social change, from a writer whose work is as provocative as it is precisely rendered.
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 Vi

by Kim Thuy

ISBN: 9780735272798
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2018-04-10
Pages: 144
Price: $27.95

The perfect complement to the exquisitely wrought novels Ru and M&#195;n, Canada Reads winner Kim Th&#195;y returns with Vi, exploring the lives,
loves and struggles of Vietnamese refugees as they reinvent themselves in new lands.

The youngest of four children and the only girl, Vi was given a name that meant "precious, tiny one," destined to be cosseted and protected, the family's little
treasure.
&#194;&#194;&#194;&#194; Daughter of an enterprising mother and a wealthy, spoiled father who never had to grow up, the Vietnam War destroys the
life they've known. Vi, along with her mother and brothers, manages to escape--but her father stays behind, leaving a painful void as the rest of the family
must make a new life for themselves in Canada.
&#194;&#194;&#194;&#194; While her family puts down roots, life has different plans for Vi. As a young woman, she finds the world opening up to her.
Taken under the wing of H&#195;, a worldly family friend, and her diplomat lover, Vi tests personal boundaries and crosses international ones, letting the
winds of life buffet her. From Saigon to Montreal, from Suzhou to Boston to the fall of the Berlin Wall, she is witness to the immensity of the world, the
intricate fabric of humanity, the complexity of love, the infinite possibilities before her. Ever the quiet observer, somehow she must find a way to finally take
her place in the world.
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